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MODULAR HOUSING STRUCTURE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The need for economical multi-unit housing which 
can be quickly constructed at any chosen location with 
minimum labor and material costs is so obvious and so 
widely known as to scarcely require emphasis or re 
statement. Numerous proposals have been advanced in 
recent years to provide low cost housing particularly 
for those in the low income levels. The United States 
Government, certain foreign governments, and private 
industry have repeatedly offered to reward those who 
can come forward with practical housing systems of the 
type so urgently needed in many urban areas. In re 
sponse to the recognized need and the opportunties for 
reward, many meritorious construction systems have 
been proposed including prefabricated housing units 
and modular systems of a variety of types. A large num 
ber of United States and foreign patents have been 
granted in recent years on housing and building con» 
struction systems designed to meet the above-stated 
need. However, thus far, no system of this type has 
been widely adopted and recognized as ideal although 
many have been tried out on a regional basis or local 
basis with varying degrees of acceptance. 
With this background in mind, the present invention 

has been made with the objective of totally satisfying 
the need for a particular type of low cost housing re 
quired by a large segment of the population on an im 
mediate basis. If urban renewal projects are to succeed 
in any reasonable time and so-called ghettos are to be 
eliminated, there must be made available at low cost, 
comfortable and efficient dwelling space for families in 
the form of multiple housing units which can be quickly 
manufactured, transported to the desired location, and 
erected in the shortest possible time with a minimum 
amount of laborv Such housing, to satisfy the need of 
the day, must obviously be attractive and comfortable 
as well as strong and durable and resistant to the ele 
ments and therefore long-lasting. It must possess the 
modern facilities and features which all present-day cit 
izens expect and desire even in the lowest cost accom 
modations including Government sponsored housing 
projects. Presently available housing and construction 
techniques have fallen far short of satisfying the needs 
and requirements, and as stated, the objective of the 
invention herein is to do so. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Essentially, the 
invention consists of a factory built and out?tted basic 
dwelling unit or building module, a stable foundation 
which is economical to form with a minimum of labor, 
and a unique metal strap anchoring system for the 
connection of the housing modules in a multi-unit 

dwelling and for connecting the building to foundation 
pillows. All of these invention components coact to 
provide a desirable low cost apartment house for 

families of modest income. 

Other features and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent during the course of the following de 
tailed description. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING FIGURES 

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of a multiple 
unit dwelling constructed according to the invention. 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical section 

taken through adjacent L-modules and showing the 
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2 
joining thereof to the vertical wall of an underlying L 
module and to each other. 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary vertical section taken on line 
3—3 of FIG. 2, with parts omitted. 
FIG. 4 is a partly diagrammatic perspective view of 

a single L-module. 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary vertical section taken trans 

versely through a factory out?tted L-module and show 
ing corner utility and heat ducts and associated ele 
ments. 

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a factory built top 
floor housing unit including roof components and 
mounted for transportation to a building site. 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary end elevation of top floor 

dwelling units and roof components in assembled rela 
tionship. 

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary perspective view of a roof 
section. 
FIG. 9 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical section 

through adjacent roof sections showing a connection or 
joint and sealing means therebetween and an adjacent 
vertical wall portion. 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary plan view of foundation 

units which support the modular building. 
FIG. I] is an enlarged vertical section taken on line 

II—-ll of FIG. 10. 
FIG. 12 is a similar view taken on line 12-12 of FIG. 

I0. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to the drawings in detail. the numeral 1 
designates a right angular L-module comprising a bot 
tom horizontal wall 2 and an upstanding vertical side 
wall 3, said walls being rigidly connected in a manner 
to be described. This L-module is the key element in 
the invention and the concept behind the invention is 
that one side wall and one bottom wall of a single L 
module will form an essentially complete apartment or 
dwelling space when assembled with identical L 
modules in a multi-level building of the type designated 
by the numeral 4 in FIG. 1. In the assembled apartment 
building 4, the side wall of each L-module serves as the 
wall of two adjacent side-by-side apartment units 5. 
Likewise, the bottom horizontal wall 2 of each L 
module serves as the floor of one apartment unit 5 and 
the ceiling of the apartment unit immediately therebe 
low. To complete a multiple unit apartment house, it is 
only necessary to provide a wall at one end of the build 
ing and a roof structure above the top tier of L 
modules, as will be fully describedv 
As is apparent in FIGS. 1 and 6, the L-modules I are 

elongated preferably to the extent of about 54 feet in 
comparison to a width approximately l2 feet. This 
elongated con?guration of the L-module 1 permits the 
use of an interior living area design and furnishings ap 
proximating that of a present-day large mobile home. 
As will presently be described. the modules 1 are con 
structed at a factory and are out?tted there with all in 
terior partitions, utilities and equipment so that the 
module may be transported to a construction site as a 
complete living unit. 

Referring to FIG. 2 which shows one complete L 
module 1 and wall portions of an underlying module 
and a module immediately to the left of the one de 
picted in FIG. 2, the following is indicated. Each L 
module has its horizontal and vertical right angular 
walls 2 and 3 formed by wooden framing members 6 
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and 7, for example 2 X 6 and 2 X 8 boards, respectively. 
The framing members 7 have plywood facings 9 se 
cured to their opposite sides and these facings are cov 
ered by Gypsum boards 10 or the like to provide ?n 
ished wall surfaces on opposite sides of the vertical wall 
3 of the module. The frame members 6 have a plywood 
sub-?oor facing 8 secured to their upper sides and to 
their lower sides is secured a Gypsum board section 11 
to form a ?nished ceiling for the apartment space 5 im— 
mediately below in the assembled multi-unit building. 
Any type of ?nished flooring may be used on top of the 
plywood sub-?ooring 8, such as tile or carpeting. The 
essentially hollow interiors of the walls 2 and 3 of each 
L-module are ?lled with any preferred type of heat in 
sulation 13, such as insulation in blanket form. 
A very important and unique feature of the invention 

resides in the use of a system of strap anchor elements 
formed of metal for joining the horizontal and vertical 
walls 2 and 3 of the L-modules l at the factory and also 
for joining the vertical walls of adjacent L-modules at 
the construction site and for joining the horizontal 
walls to vertical walls of adjacent L-modules. It will be 
seen that the strap anchor elements are employed to 
secure the lowermost building modules to foundation 
units and to anchor roof units to the uppermost tier of 
modules. 
Continuing to refer to the drawings, at the factory 

where the L-modules 1 are produced, strap anchors 12 
are secured by screws or the like to the outer longitudi 
nal edge of the horizontal wall 2, preferably on four 
foot centers. As shown in FIG. 2, the strap anchors 12 
project above and below the horizontal wall 2 for at‘ 
taching the edge of such wall to the vertical walls 3 of 
the next laterally adjacent L-module and the L-module 
immediately below. This attachment is shown at the left 
hand side of FIG. 2 where the vertical strap anchors 12 
are attached to the two vertically aligned walls 3 by 
screws, nails or the like 14 above and below the adja 
cent horizontal wall 2. 1 
FIG. 3 shows how the strap anchors 12 are apertured 

at 16 to receive the screws 14 or like fastener elements. 
FIG. 2 also shows factory-applied vinyl cove base or 
trim 17 at the floor line and ?eld-applied ceiling mold 
ing 18 on opposite sides of the walls 3. Small cut-outs 
are made in the Gypsum board 10 to accommodate the 
metal strap anchors 12. 
Referring to FIG. 4 of the drawings, one of the L 

modules 1 is shown upturned with its ?oor or normally 
horizontal wall 2 arranged vertically to reveal the posi 
tioning of the metal strap anchors 12 along the longitu 
dinal edge of the wall 2 and at the joint between the 
walls 2 and 3. This joint is also depicted in FIG. 2 where 
strap anchors 120 project above and below the adja 
cent horizontal wall 2 and are secured by pairs of 
screws 19 to the adjacent vertical walls 3. The attach 
ment of the strap anchors 12a to the vertical wall of 
each L-module is performed at the factory so that when 
the module leaves the factory it will appear as in FIG. 
4. The attachment of the strap anchors 12a to the wall 
3 of the next lowermost L-module is done at the con 
struction site. This system of construction and attach 
ment by means of the metal strap anchors constitutes 
one of the most important aspects of the invention, 
both in terms of economy and security. 
Continuing to describe the procedures at the factory, 

as previously mentioned, all interior partitions, utilities 
and equipment are installed in each L-module 1 and 
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4 
roofs for the modules to be used for the top floor of the 
multi-story apartment are installed at the factory. 

Referring to FIGS. 6, 7, 8 and 9, the roof system is 
chosen so that a low-cost roof similar to those used on 
mobile homes can be adapted to the present modular 
system. The objective is to construct and attach the 
roof unit of each top floor L-module at the factory in 
such a manner that the roof unit will not interfere with 
the placement of adjacent L-modules and the roof unit 
will be easily attachable at the building site to adjacent 
modules in a manner that will form a completely leak 
proof roof for the building. 

In furtherance of this, a separate roof unit 20 for each 
L-module is produced at the factory and comprise lon 
gitudinal transverse wooden frame members 21 and 22 
rigidly connected to suitable intervals. Sheet aluminum 
roo?ng material 23 is applied conventionally to the 
roof framing and depending longitudinal side ?anges 
24 are formed to be subsequently sealed on the con 
struction site. Metal strap anchors 25 and 26 are in 
stalled at the factory by attaching them to the longitudi 
nal frame members 21 and the vertical strap anchors 
extend considerably below these frame members, as 
shown. 

Also at the factory, the strap anchors 25 are perma 
nently attached as at 27 to the vertical wall 3 of the L 
module, as depicted in FIG. 9, while the strap anchors 
26 are left unattached at their lower ends for subse 
quent use on the building site for attachment to adja 
cent modules. In this connection, the equally spaced 
strap anchors 26 are staggered or offset along the roof 
unit 20 from the strap anchors 25 by a distance of 16 
inches or the like. Consequently, at the construction 
site, as shown in FIG. 9, the strap anchors 26 are de 
?ected slightly from the vertical as indicated at 28 and 
are attached to the same wall 3 of the next L-module 
by fasteners similar to the elements 27. A suitable pre 
molded compressible joint ?ller 29 may be placed in 
the gap between adjacent roof units 20 at the construc 
tion site. Also, a sealant 30 may be applied between the 
continuous side flanges 24 of each roof unit 20 to com~ 
plete the continuous water-tight roof for the building. 

It may be seen in FIGS. 7 and 9 that the roof units 
when applied at the factory to the L-module are slightly 
offset to the left with relation to the vertical wall 3. The 
reason for this is to prevent the roof unit of one L 
module from interfering with the subsequent place 
ment of the next module on the upper floor level in the 
construction of the multi-unit building. 

Additionally the hollow interior of each roof unit 20 
is ?lled with insulation and its bottom is faced with 
Gypsum board 31 to provide a ?nished ceiling for the 
top floor modules. 
At the factory, each top floor living unit comprising 

an out?tted L-module 1 and an installed roof unit 20 
is also provided before shipment to a construction site 
with a front porch roof section 32 constructed in the 
manner described for the main roof unit 20 although 
being greatly foreshortened. During transporting to the 
construction site, the porch roof section 32 may rest 
upon the main roof unit 20 and may be stabilized at the 
opposite sides by adhesive tape sections 33 which are 
subsequently discarded. 
Another very signi?cant feature of the invention con 

tributing to the practicality and economy of the hous 
ing is the provision of above-floor linear utility ducts in 
the angle of each L—module as depicted in FIG. 5. Re 
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ferring to this ?gure, above-floor ducting for pipes is 
shown at 84 in the right angle between the walls 2 and 
3 of the module. Next to this ducting is a heat or air 
duct 85, also above the ?oor. A bath tub 47 and adja 
cent twin toilets 86 are shown in FIG. 5 above the duct 
ing and toilet bends 87. The ducts 84 and 85 lead to an 
exterior vertical passage or duct at the rear of the build 
ing, not shown, for each vertical row of dwelling units 

With the described arrangements of ducts, no ducts 
or pipes need be placed inside of walls and since there 
are no doors through the long wall 3, it is possible to 
place all of the utility ducts including heat duct, water 
pipes, sewer, gas and electrical cables above the ?oor 
2, as shown. The arrangement greatly simpli?es instal 
lation of utilities and thus lowers the cost of such instal 
lation. The thickness of ?oors and ceilings can be much 
less than would be required if internal ducting were 
used. Easier access to utility ducts and pipes is afforded 
with lower maintenance costs. No utility duct or pipe 
from one living space passes through another living 
space and therefore a malfunction and repair of a util 
ity in one apartment causes no inconvenience and no 
entering of an adjacent apartment. The novel utility 
duct system is particularly useful with the condomin 
ium concept of individual ownership of apartments. 
FIGS. 10 through 12 depict the foundation system for 

the building in FIG. 1 and method of constructing in a 
most economical manner. Basic to the foundation sys 
tem is the use of thin metal upright tubes 89 as a form 
for the concrete foundation pillows or footings. This 
tubular form becomes a permanent integral part of the 
foundation pillow and a permanent external reinforce 
ment taking the place of vertical internal reinforcing 
bars. Transverse holes pierced through each tube 89 
serve to position crossed steel reinforcing bars 90 
below grade as shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, concrete 91 
being poured inside and outside of the upstanding tubes 
89 in small excavations 92 provided in the ground for 
the foundation pillows. Additional holes are preferably 
formed through the metal tubes 89 below grade to 
allow the concrete inside and outside of the tubes to be 
integrated. This, together with the crossed reinforcing 
bars 90, forms solid continuous integrated foundation 
pillows of maximum strength. 
A high degree of accuracy in the placement of the 

concrete foundation pillows is another feature of the 
invention and the key to this accuracy is the use and 
method of placement of the upright tubes 36. This ac 
curacy is very necessary with the use of the L-module 
l where a number of such modules must be assembled 
and joined to form the apartment house shown in FIG. 
1. 
As shown, the lower edge of each tube 89 is driven 

into the bottom of a small circular excavation in the 
ground. The top edge of the tube will be used to de?ne 
the top of a pillow on which a lowermost L-module 1 
will rest. By using appropriate marks on the metal tubes 
89 and an appropriate gridwork of staked-out cord 
markers, not shown, the tubes can be precisely posi 
tioned and driven into place in the excavation 92. 
After the tubes are precisely driven into place, pre 

mixed concrete 91 is simultaneously poured into the 
tube 89 and around the tube exteriorly serving to join 
the concrete inside and outside of the tubes below 
grade. After the concrete is poured up to the top edge 
of the tube 89, a form is lowered into the top of the 
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6 
tube to produce recesses 97 which receive the metal 
strap anchors I2 and 12a of adjacent L-modules in the 
lower tier of modules. At the forwardmost and rear 
most foundation pillow of each front-to-back row of 
pillows, one extra locator recess 98 is produced by the 
form at this time to subsequently receive and accu 
rately position a pair of depending tapered locator pins 
99 provided on the bottom of each L-module, FIG. 4, 
to facilitate accurately placing the module on the foun 
dation pillows when the multi-story building is erected. 
Immediately prior to placing the lower modules on 

the foundation pillows, the recesses 97 receive con 
crete or some other suitable binder to anchor the metal 
strap anchors 12 and 12a. FIG. 10 shows the front-to 
back rows of foundation pillows on four foot centers. 
Laterally the rows of pillows are spaced twelve feet to 
accommodate the widths of the L-modules 1. One such 
module 1 is shown in phantom lines in FIG. 10 strad 
dling and resting upon the foundation pillows of two 
laterally adjacent rows. 

It is to be understood that the form of the invention 
herewith shown and described is to be taken as a pre 
ferred example of the same, and that various changes 
in the shape, size and arrangement of parts may be re 
sorted to, without departing from the spirit of the in 
vention or scope of the subjoined claims. 

I claim: 
I. A plural level multi-family dwelling comprising 

plural horizontal and vertical rows of front-to-back 
elongated rectangular cross section dwelling compart 
ments, said dwelling compartments formed by a plural 
ity of substantially identical right angular front-to-back 
elongated L-modules, said modules arranged in said 
dwelling so that a horizontal wall of each module forms 
the floor of one dwelling compartment and the ceiling 
walls of the dwelling compartment immediately there 
below, and a vertical wall of each module forms the 
party wall between two laterally adjacent dwelling 
compartments in one level of the dwelling, the opposite 
faces of the horizontal and vertical walls of the modules 
having ?nishing material thereon, attachment means 
for the plural L-modules of said dwelling comprising 
plural spaced readily bendable strap anchors secured to 
the longitudinal front-to-back edge of the horizontal 
wall of each module and extending above and below 
the horizontal wall for attachment by nailing to the ver 
tical walls of a like module on the same level and a like 
module on the next lowermost level of the dwelling, 
each such strap anchor having its upper end nailed to 
the vertical wall of the next adjacent module on the 
same level at a point near and above the horizontal wall 
of that module and having its lower end nailed to the 
vertical wall of the next underlying module at a point 
near the top of such wall, additional laterally spaced 
readily bendable strap anchors secured to each L 
module at the juncture of its horizontal and vertical 
wall s and serving to join such walls in structurally as 
sembled relationship and having lower terminal end 
portions projecting below said horizontal wall of each 
module, said lower tenninal end portions nailed to the 
vertical wall of the next lowermost module to complete 
the structural joining of L-modules in the plural levels 
of said dwelling, means forming an end wall for said 
plural level dwelling adjacent the endmost vertical row 
of L-modules having open sides, and roo?ng means for 
the uppermost horizontal row of L-modules in said 
dwelling. 
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2. The structure of claim 1, and means forming an 
above floor front-to-back extending ductway for utility 
piping and conduits in each dwelling compartment in 
the right angular comer formed by the juncture of the 
horizontal and vertical walls of each L-module, 

3. The structure of claim 1, wherein said ?rst-named 
plural spaced strap anchors are offset from said addi 
tional spaced strap anchors whereby the lower terminal 
end portions of the two groups of strap anchors are 
nailed to the vertical wall of a next lowermost module 
in staggered intervening relationship for increased se 
curity. 

4. The structure of claim I, and plural laterally 
spaced front-to-back rows of reinforced concrete foun 
dation pillows for said dwelling underlying the lower 
most level of L-modules, and the top faces of said pil 
lows having pairs of laterally spaced recesses receiving 
the lower terminal end portions of said ?rst-named and 
additional strap anchors of the modules in the lower 
most level of the dwelling, whereby said terminal end 
portions may be anchored to said foundation pillows. 

5. The structure of claim 4, and said foundation pil 
lows forming the forward and rear ends of the front-to 
back rows of pillows having locator recesses in their 
tops, and a pair of depending locator pins on the lower 
level L-modules near the front and back ends thereof 
and near the juncture of the horizontal and vertical 
walls of such module, and entering said locator recesses 
to accurately position said modules on said foundation 
pillows. 

6. The structure of claim 4, wherein each foundation 
pillow comprises a vertical tube driven into the soil at 
the bottom of a small excavation and projecting some 
what above the ground line at the top of the excavation, 
said tube having crossing side wall openings below said 
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8 
ground line, crossed reinforcing rods engaging through 
said side wall openings and through the tube and radi 
ally outwardly thereof in the excavation, and a con 
crete mzuss ?lling the interior of the tube and the exca 
vation surrounding the tube below the ground line and 
encompassing said reinforcing rods both internally 
and externally of the tube. said recesses in the top 
faces of said pillows being molded in said concrete 
mass. 

7. The structure of claim I, wherein said roo?ng 
means comprises an individually formed front-to-back 
elongated roof section for each L-module in the upper 
most level of said dwelling, plural spaced vertially ex 
tending readily bendable strap anchors carried by the 
front-to-back longitudinal edges of each roof section 
and depending therefrom and adapted to be nailed to 
the vertical walls of the L-modules in the uppermost 
level of the dwelling after placement of the roof sec 
tions thereon, the strap anchors on one front-to-back 
longitudinal edge of each roof section being staggered 
with relation to the strap anchors on the opposite longi 
tudinal edge so that the strap anchors on opposing 
edges of adjacent roof sections in the dwelling may be 
nailed to the same face of an underlying vertical wall 
of an L-module. 

8. The structure of claim 7, wherein the roof sections 
are applied to the modules in the uppermost level in 
offset relationship to the vertical walls of the modules 
so that one edge portion of each roof section rests 
squarely on a vertical wall and adjacent edge portion of 
the next roof section is spaced slightly from said verti 
cal wall and anchored thereto solely by said bendable 
strap anchors of said next roof section, and a sealant 
gasket element intervened between the opposing front 
to-back longitudinal edges of adjacent roof sections. 

* ill * 1k * 


